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Evolutionary algorithms (EAs) offer a robust approach to problem solving. EAs are extremely flexible
and can be extended by incorporating alternative approaches to favour he search process. One way is
to hybridize an evolutionary algorithm with standard local search procedures [10,11], such as hill
climbing [12], simulated annealing [15] and tabu search [4]. Individual solutions can be improved
using local techniques and then placed back in competition with other members of the population. The
hybrid approach complements the properties of evolutionary algorithm and local search heuristic
methods. An evolutionary algorithm is used to perform global search to escape from local optima,
while local search is used to conduct fine-tuning.
This line of investigation is oriented to incorporate local search techniques at different stages of an
evolutionary algorithm to solve the Job Shop Scheduling Problem (JSSP).
Hybridizing conventional heuristics into evolutionary algorithms can be done in a variety of ways,
including the following [2,12]:<

 Incorporate heuristics into initialization to generate a well-adapted initial population. In this way, a
hybrid evolutionary algorithm with elitism can guarantee to do no worse than the conventional
heuristic does.=

 Incorporate a local search heuristic as an add-on to the basic loop of the genetic algorithm,
working together with mutation and crossover operators, to perform quick and localized
optimization in order to improve offspring before returning it to be evaluated.>

 Improve the final population with a local search heuristic.
With the hybrid approach, evolutionary algorithms are used to perform global exploration among
population while other heuristic methods are used to perform local exploitation around chromosomes.
Due to the complementary properties of evolutionary algorithms and conventional heuristics, the
hybrid approach often outperforms either method operating alone. When designing a hybrid genetic
algorithm, a fundamental principle is to hybridize where possible.
Among simulated annealing, tabu search, hill climbing, and other heuristics, SA was the first local
search algorithm chosen to use. SA is incorporated at different stages of the evolutionary process:
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either when the initial population is created, or in intermediate stages, or in the final population, or
within the evolutionary process itself. Consequently, the alternatives for hybridization considered
were:?

 HEA1: SA is applied to some percentage X% of the best (or worst) individuals in the randomly
generated initial population, to establish a better starting point for the evolutionary process.@

 HEA2: SA is applied to some percentage X% of the best (or worst) individuals in an intermediate
population. In this option the evolutionary process is suspended after certain number α of
generations, then local search is applied and when it finishes the evolutionary process is restarted
for the subsequent α generations.A

 HEA3: SA is applied to all individuals in the final population.B
 HEA4: As it is usual with genetic operators, here SA is applied with certain probability to each

new generated individual.
In previous works [13, 1, 14, 9] diverse representations were contrasted. Operation based
representation (OBR) was the one with best results, although for those more complex instances
suboptimal solutions were far from the known optimum. OBR encodes a schedule as a sequence of
operations, and each gene stands for one operation. Gen, Tsujimura and Kubota proposed to identify
all operations for a job with the same symbol and then interpret them according to the order of
occurrence in the sequence for a given chromosome [3, 7]. For an C -job D -machine problem a
chromosome contains E x F  genes. Each job appears in the chromosome exactly G  times, and each
repeated gene does not indicate a concrete operation of a job but refers to an operation which is
context-dependent. It is easy to see that any permutation of the chromosome always yields to a
feasible schedule. In order that chromosomes represent feasible schedules a specially designed
crossover operator called H3IKJMLONPIKQ�RMSUTKVUW�XYQZV�V\[�SUTYI^]�_'V  [6] was used. For mutation a simple `Ma�bUcYdYe�f'`g�hKi d iPjZk e  operator was adopted.
For simulated annealing the initial temperature was set to 1000 and the algorithm stops after 500
iterations. For operation-based representation, the neighbourhood for a given chromosome was
considered as the set of chromosomes (schedules) attainable from a given chromosome by exchanging
the positions of λ genes (randomly selected and non-identical genes). In our experiments, λ was fixed
at 2.
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The hybrid EA is contrasted against a conventional EA both using OBR on the set of those instances
that resulted more difficult in previous works. When contrasted against a similar conventional
evolutionary approach all of them show a better performance in the quality of solutions provided.
The testing set [8] was chosen as a difficult one (�Y���Y� , �^�P�K� , �K�����  and �����K�  instances) and the
improvements on results are significant. In �K�����  instance, the optimum value was reached when fine-
tuning is periodically applied during the evolutionary process. Also high quality results are obtained
when fine-tuning is applied with certain probability to each generated individual.
These preliminary experiments used fixed parameter settings and obtained promising results.
Consequently, to improve these results, future work will include dynamic control of parameters
depending on the progress of the search process.
The effectiveness of simulated annealing depends on the design of the neighbourhood.  One of the
most important elements in local search is to determine the neighbourhood for a given schedule. In
previous works, a simple way to generate a neighbour has been considered, but a possible extension is
to examine another ways to build that neighbourhood.
Another line of investigation in course related with SA is to use different ways to reduce the
temperature. One of them consists in decrementing the current temperature at a fix percentage
meanwhile the other trials to do a lineal reduction. The former presents big reductions at the first
iterations of SA algorithm and became to be smaller towards the end of the runs. Making a lineal
reduction produce equal temperature reductions during the run.
Moreover, inclusion of another techniques like tabu search and hill climbing is considered. But
presently only the hybrid EA approaches that give the best results are tested.
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